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Abstract

The assumption�commitment �also called rely�guarantee� style has
been advocated for the speci�cation of interactive components of distri�
buted systems� One of its motivations is to achieve modularity for state
transition speci�cations of system components� It suggests the structuring
of speci�cations into assumptions about the behavior of the component�s
environment and into commitments that are ful�lled by the component
provided the environment ful�lls these assumptions� We de�ne the as�
sumption�commitment formats for functional system speci�cations� In
particular� we work out a canonical decomposition of system speci�ca�
tions following the assumption�commitment format into safety and live�
ness aspects� We demonstrate the format of assumption�commitment
speci�cations by a number of examples� In particular� we discuss the
methodological signi�cance of the assumption�commitment format in the
stepwise development of speci�cations�
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� INTRODUCTION �

� Introduction

The precise and clear speci�cation of the behavior of interactive system com�
ponents is a decisive issue in systems engineering� For a composition�oriented
modular speci�cation of system components the assumption�commitment for�
mat �also called rely�guarantee format has been advocated in numerous vari�
ations �see �St�len ���� �Pandy�a ���� among others� It provides a concept for
the description of interfaces between interactive components and their environ�
ments� The basic idea of the assumption�commitment format consists in a clear
separation of an interface speci�cation of a component into the responsibilities
of the component and those of its environment within their interaction�
Assumption�commitment formats of speci�cations are well�known and wide�

ly used for sequential noninteractive programs�� The semantics of noninteractive
programs based on assignments expressing state changes can be modeled by re�
lations between states or in the case of deterministic programs by functions
mapping input �states to output �states� For functions and similarly for rela�
tions on states speci�cation techniques are used that restrict the input values
or states of programs by predicates called preconditions and give speci�cations
for the output values or output states by postconditions only for those input
values �or input states for which the preconditions are ful�lled� If the program
is activated in a state that does not ful�ll the precondition �the �assumption�
then the speci�cation does not restrict the output in any way�
For interactive programs this simple suggestive speci�cation format using

preconditions and postconditions is not immediately applicable� Interactive
programs accept input step by step and successively produce output� In general�
some of the output may be or even must be produced before the complete input
history is available� This intermediate production of output generally depends
on the intermediate provision of input and the intermediate nondeterministic
decisions �taken so far� These considerations show that interactive systems are
related to their environments in a more sophisticated way than noninteractive
sequential systems are�
Often� distributed interactive systems are composed of a large number of

interactive components� These components interact by updating shared store
or by exchanging messages� By the interaction of the components the behavior
of the system is generated� To achieve a modular system description we are
interested not only in the description of the behavior of the entire system� but
also in the description of the behavior of the individual components in isolation�
It is the fundamental idea of modular system description that we can derive a
description of the behavior of a composed system from the descriptions of the
behaviors of its components�
The static and dynamic �logical connection between a component of a dis�

tributed system and its environment is called its interface� An interface descrip�

�Preconditions as they are used in Hoare�logic may be seen as assumptions and postcon�

ditions as commitments�
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tion is a� possibly incomplete� speci�cation of those properties of a component
that in�uence the overall behavior of a system that includes the component�
A suggestive and adequate way of describing interfaces of interactive com�

ponents is of high interest in system development� The observations above show
that interactive system components cannot simply be seen as functions or rela�
tions on states� More sophisticated representations are needed�
Operationally components of interactive systems can be seen as deterministic

or nondeterministic input�output processing state machines� As well known�
such operational views have draw�backs�
A nonoperational �functional� view of systems can be developed by modeling

interactive system components by functions operating on streams of messages�
Functional system speci�cation techniques as outlined in �Broy ��� provide as
interface speci�cations �sometimes also called black box speci�cations� In func�
tional system speci�cations the system components� behaviors are speci�ed in
terms of the functional relationships between their input histories and their out�
put histories� Nondeterministic system components are simply represented by
sets of functions�
The assumption�commitment format for the speci�cation of interactive sys�

tems �see for instance �Pandy�a ���� which is also called rely�guarantee paradigm
�see for instance �Jones ���� has been mainly studied in the framework of state�
based system models� For these system models the assumption�commitment
format has been developed for achieving compositionality for speci�cation and
veri�cation techniques �see �Abadi� Lamport ���� Functional system speci�ca�
tion and veri�cation techniques are compositional anyhow� Assumption�com�
mitment formats therefore are not needed to achieve compositionality for func�
tional speci�cation techniques� but are of interest as a speci�cation style with
methodological advantages�
In the following we rephrase and discuss the assumption�commitment for�

mat for functional system speci�cation techniques� We in particular show how
we apply the assumption�commitment format in connection with an explicit
decomposition of system speci�cations into safety and liveness properties� We
give a number of examples and introduce a simple and a more involved format
for the assumption�commitment speci�cations�
Based on the assumption�commitment format for functional system speci�

�cations we classify interactive systems as follows� components can be distin�
guished for which there exists

� a speci�cation in a simple assumption�commitment format� where the
assumptions about the input histories can be formulated independently of
the output produced by the component�

� speci�cations in an only more sophisticated assumption�commitment for�
mat� where the assumptions on the input histories may depend partially
on the output produced by the component so far�
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In the �rst case assumption�commitment speci�cations are rather straightfor�
ward� In the second case a more involved format have to be used�
The paper is structured as follows� We give a short introduction into the

basic structures of functional speci�cation techniques� We repeat shortly the as�
sumption�commitment format for state�oriented system speci�cations� Then we
present a straightforward assumption�commitment format for functional system
speci�cations� We analyze it and show why not all speci�cations of nondetermin�
istic components can be given in this format� We then give a more sophisticated
format and analyze it� too�
We are in particular interested in the classi�cation of speci�cations and of

specifying formulas and the usefulness of the assumption�commitment format
in system speci�cation and development�

� Concepts of Speci�cation

In this section we give a brief summary of the mathematical concepts of func�
tional system models� We consider system components with a �nite number of
input and output channels� Over the channels messages are exchanged� A chan�
nel history is mathematically modeled by a stream of messages� The behavior
of a �deterministic component corresponds to a function mapping the streams
associated with its input channels onto streams associated with its output chan�
nels�
A stream represents a communication history of a channel� A stream of

messages over a given message set M is a �nite or in�nite sequence of messages�
We de�ne the set of streams M� by

M� �def M
� �M�

By x�y we denote the result of concatenating two streams x and y� We assume
that x�y � x� if x is in�nite� By hi we denote the empty stream�
If a stream x is a pre�x of a stream y� we write x v y� The relation v is

called pre�x order� It is formally speci�ed as follows�

x v y �def �z �M� � x�z � y

The behavior of deterministic interactive systems with n input channels and m
output channels is modeled by functions

f � �M�n � �M�m

called �m� n��ary stream processing functions� We denote function application
f�x often by f�x to avoid brackets� A stream processing function is called pre�x
monotonic� if for all tuples of streams x� y � �M�n we have

x v y � f�x v f�y
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A stream processing function f is called continuous� if f is monotonic and for
every directed set S �M� we have�

f� t S � tff�x � x � Sg
By tS we denote a least upper bound of a set S� if it exists� A set S is called
directed� if for any pair of elements x and y in S there exists an upper bound
in S� The set of streams is complete in the sense that for every directed set of
streams there exists a least upper bound�
The behavior of deterministic interactive systems with n input lines and m

output lines is modeled by stream processing functions

f � �M�n � �M�m

where we assume that f is pre�x continuous� The set of all stream processing
functions of this form is denoted by

SPFn
m

For simplicity we do not consider type information for the channels here and
assume only that M is any set of messages�
By SPECn

m we denote the set of all predicates

Q � SPFn
m � IB

The set SPECn
m represents the set of all speci�cations for a component with n

input channels and m output channels�
We often use the following functions on streams in speci�cations�

rt �M� �M� rest of a stream
ft �M� �M � f�g �rst element of a stream
� �M� � IN � f�g length of a stream
c	 � ��M  
M� �M� �lter of a stream

These functions are easily speci�ed by the following axioms �let x � M��m �
M�S � ��M �

rt�hi � hi� rt�m�x � x�
ft�hi � �� ft�m�x � m�
�hi � �� ��m�x � � ��x�

S c	hi � hi�
S c	�m�x � m��S c	x� if m � S
S c	�m�x � S c	x� if m �� S

These axioms specify the functions completely also on in�nite streams under the
assumption that the functions are pre�x continuous� They are useful in proofs�
too�
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� A First Simple Approach

In this section we introduce a �rst simple assumption�commitment format for
speci�cations� We analyze questions of consistency of speci�cations in this for�
mat and study a canonical form of speci�cations in the assumption�commitment
format� We start by rephrasing the assumption�commitment format for state
based system models�

��� State�based Assumption�Commitment Speci�cations

For a state�based model of a system component a state space represented by
a set State of states is used� The system behavior is then given by the set of
computations that the system can perform� A computation is represented by
the sequences�

��
E�� ���

C�� ������i
E�� ��i

C�� �i�����

where �i� ��i � State� Here the labels E and C on the arrows distinguish envi�
ronment steps from component steps� We do not explicitly consider cases where
several environment steps or component steps are carried out successively� Such
multisteps can always be replaced by a single step�
Technically in a state�based system model a computation is a stream of

triples of the form�

���� E� ���
������ C� ��

����� E� ���
�   

By Com we denote the set of all computations�
Following the terminology of �Chandy� Misra ��� a predicate

Q � State� IB

is called stable for a computation� if it holds for all successor states as long it
holds for a given state� Mathematically expressed Q is stable for a computation
if� for all i � IN �

�Q��i� Q���i � �Q���i� Q��i��

Of course� there are predicates that are stable with respect to the environment
moves� but not with respect to the component moves or vice versa�
A stable predicate Q is called an invariant for a computation� if it holds for

the initial state ��
Q���

In a computation we have environment steps and component steps� Roughly
speaking in an assumption�commitment speci�cation for state based speci�ca�
tions certain steps of the environment and of the component are called correct
and others are called incorrect� We use relations

RES � R
C
S � State 
 State
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to represent the correct steps of a system and its environment� The relation
RES de�nes the correct steps of the environment� The relation R

C
S de�nes the

set of correct steps of the component� Computations can nicely be understood
as two person games played between the component and its environment� A
computation is called a win �for the component� if either all its steps are correct
or if the �rst incorrect step in the computation is an environment step�
Accordingly depending on the question by which computations we can reach

a particular state we can distinguish following classes of states�

Good states� a good state is a state that is reachable from the initial
state by correct moves� correct both for the environment
and for the component�

Bad states� a bad state is a state that is reachable from the initial state
by a sequence of arbitrary moves where the �rst incorrect
move is done by the component�

Ugly states� an ugly state is a state that is reachable from the initial
state by a sequence of arbitrary moves where the �rst
incorrect move is done by the environment�

Of course� since� in general� each state may be reachable by di�erent compu�
tations particular states may be good� bad� and ugly at the same time� This
shows that assumption�commitment speci�cations need to be understood to
characterize rather histories of computations than states�
In the assumption�commitment format of state�based system speci�cations

restrictions in the form of commitments for the behavior of the component
are formulated� These commitments are only required to be valid� however�
as long as the assumptions �about the environment are ful�lled� In an as�
sumption�commitment format for state�based speci�cations we consider four
predicates�

Environment safety �assumption� RES � State 
 State

Component safety �commitment� RCS � State 
 State

Environment liveness �assumption� PE
L � Com� IB

Component liveness �commitment� PC
L � Com� IB

Of course PE
L and P

C
L are assumed to be liveness conditions� The relations R

E
S

and RCS are understood as stability requirements� From them we can schemati�
cally derive safety speci�cations for computations�

PC
S � P

E
S � Com� IB
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by
PE
S �t � ��� �� � f���E� ��g c	t �� hi � ��� �� � RES

PC
S �t � ���� � � f����C� �g c	t �� hi � ���� � � RCS

With these two predicates we may de�ne an assumption�commitment format
for the speci�cation of state transition systems as follows� We de�ne a safety
property PS and a liveness property PL for the component by the following
equations

PS�t � �t� � t� v t � PE
S �t

�� PC
S �t

�

and
PL�t �

�
PE
S �t � PE

L �t� PC
L �t

�

The assumption�commitment format of speci�cations for state transition sys�
tems exhibits a number of complications of technical and methodological nature�

�� a pure state�based view is not appropriate� since the proper continuation
of behaviors �computations of a system may depend on the question� how
a particular state was reached �by legal or by illegal moves�

�� assumptions and commitments together form a system invariant� it is not
obvious from a methodological point of view� whether one should �rst try
to �nd this system invariant� and then later decompose it into invariants
for the component and the environment or vice versa�

�� the separation of global liveness requirements of a system into liveness
assumptions and commitments is not uniquely determined�

Clear answers have to be found to these three questions to justify the assump�
tion�commitment format as a methodologically respectable concept�
Interestingly speci�cations in the assumption�commitment format for state

transition systems are de�ned in terms of the system history �cf� �Abadi� Lam�
port ���� Therefore it is suggestive to study them in a history based system
model�

��� A Simple Functional Assumption�Commitment For�
mat

A �rst simple assumption�commitment speci�cation format for functional spe�
ci�cations is given in this section� The assumption�commitment format may
be rephrased for interactive components of distributed systems informally as
follows�

�If the input history ful�lls certain assumptions� then the component
is committed to certain properties for its output history��
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This informal phrase can be translated into predicate logic as follows� We work
with two predicates

A � �M�n � IB

C �
�
�M�n 
 �M�m

�� IB

A is called the assumption and C is called the commitment � With the help of
these two predicates we specify stream processing functions

f � �M�n � �M�m

which model the behavior of a component by the following formula �for all input
histories x � �M�n�

A�x� C�x� f�x

Speci�cations of this form are said to be in the simple assumption�commitment
format�
This format of speci�cation is studied in detail in �St�len et al� ���� There�

also a calculus is given that allows to reason about composed systems where
all components are speci�ed in the assumption�commitment format� Before
we enter into a more formal analysis of speci�cations in the described assump�
tion�commitment format we illustrate this format by a simple example�

Example� Bounded Bu�er of Length one
A simple example for a speci�cation in the assumption�commitment format is a
bounded bu�er of length one� A bu�er is an interactive system that receives data
messages and signals that indicate requests for output of data� Received data
elements are stored until they are requested� A bu�er of length one can store
at most one data item� A bu�er of length one works properly at least as long
as data elements are never received when the bu�er is full and request signals
are never received when the bu�er is empty� Only under these preconditions�
under these assumptions� the bu�er is committed to speci�c behavior� Then the
output history of the component is properly re�ecting the properties of a bu�er�
Let D denote the set of data and	R denote the request signal� We de�ne the

set of messages M as follows�

M � D � f	R g
In order to formalize the bu�er�s precondition the assumption predicate

A �M� � IB

has to express that data is not received when the bu�er is full and request
signals are not received when the bu�er is empty� This is expressed formally by
the predicate A speci�ed as follows �for all x �M��

A�x �
�z �M� � z v x� �

�f	R g c	z
� � ��D c	z � ��f	R g c	z

�
� �
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Here we denote by �x the number of elements in stream x and we use the �lter
function c	 as an auxiliary construct for the speci�cation�
An equivalent and maybe more readable speci�cation of A is given be the

following three equations�
A�hi � true

A�hai � �a � D

A�a
�

b
�

x � �a � D � b �	R �A�x
We extend A to in�nite streams by the requirement

A�x � �z �M� � z v x� A�z

The commitment predicate

C � �M� 
D�� IB

is speci�ed by the following formula �for all x �M�� y � D��

C�x� y � y v D c	x ��y � �f	R g c	x

This formula expresses that the output stream y is a pre�x of the input stream
x and the length of y is determined by the number of request signals in x�
The commitment predicate alone is certainly not appropriate for specifying the
behavior of the bounded bu�er� since there does not exist a function f such that
for all input streams x the commitment proposition

C�x� f�x

holds� For instance� for the input stream x � h	R i �that does not ful�ll the
assumption by the assertion

y v D c	x

we deduce y � hi and by the assertion
�y � �f	R g c	x

we deduce �y � � which gives a contradiction� This shows that the restriction
of the commitment to those streams that ful�ll the assumption is essential for
ensuring the consistency of the speci�cation� Using our format we obtain the
following speci�cation for the bounded bu�er�

Buffer�f � �x �M� � A�x� C�x� f�x

The predicate Buffer characterizes the set of all functions that model behaviours
of a component that we call a bounded bu�er with capacity one� �

The example demonstrates that in the assumption�commitment format com�
mitments are used essentially for the speci�cation of system properties� These
properties are weakened with the help of assumptions to avoid inconsistencies
that may be caused by an overspeci�cation in the commitments�
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��� Analysis of Assumption�Commitment Speci�cations

In this section we analyze the consistency of assumption�commitment speci��
cations of the simple format introduced above� An assumption�commitment
speci�cation of the form

A�x� C�x� f�x

is called consistent � if there exists a continuous function f on streams that ful�lls
the speci�cation�
If the assumption�commitment speci�cation is consistent� then certainly for

every legal input �every input that ful�lls the assumption there exists a legal
output �an output that ful�lls the commitment� In other words� the following
formula holds�

�x � A�x� �y � C�x� y
If this requirement is ful�lled� then we say that the assumption�commitment
format with the assumption A and the commitmentC is compatible with output
existence� However� output existence compatibility is a necessary but not a
su cient condition for guaranteeing the consistency of the speci�cation� since
in addition to the assumption�commitment formula above we insist on f being
a monotonic and continuous function�
The commitment part of an assumption�commitment speci�cation is in�

tended to constrain only the output history but not the input history of a
system component� Taking into account the requirement of monotonicity we
conclude that for every input history x for which

A�x

holds and for every output history� y for which

C�x� y

holds and for all extensions !x of the input history x �which are streams !x with
x v !x there exists an extension !y of the output stream y �mathematically
expressed y v !y such that the following proposition holds�

A�!x� C�!x� !y

If the assumption A and the commitmentC ful�ll this requirement� then we say
that the assumption�commitment format with assumption A and commitment
C is compatible with monotonicity� This condition asserts that for every input
history that ful�lls the assumption and every output history that ful�lls the
commitment and every extension of the input history to some input history
that ful�lls the assumption there exists an extension of the output history that
ful�lls the assumption�

�Such an output history always exists� if the speci	cation is compatible with output

existence�
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As a �nal aspect of the consistency of speci�cations in the assumption�com�
mitment format we consider continuity� For achieving consistency� it is required
that assumption�commitment speci�cations are compatible with continuity re�
quirements for the speci�ed functions f in the following sense� A simple assump�
tion�commitment speci�cation is compatible with continuity requirements� if for
every pair of chains fxi � i � INg and fyi � i � INg whenever for all i � IN

A�xi� C�xi� yi

we have
A�x� C�x� y

for x � tfxi � i � INg and y � tfyi � i � INg� If the assumption A
and the commitment C ful�ll this requirement� then we say that the assump�
tion�commitment format with assumption A and commitment C is compatible
with continuity�

Theorem � If a speci�cation in the assumption�commitment format is com�
patible with output existence� monotonicity and continuity� then it is consistent�

Proof� Let us assume that an assumption A and a commitment C are given
such that in the assumption�commitment format is compatible with output
existence� monotonicity and continuity� We construct a chain of functions fi
whose the least upper bound ful�lls the corresponding assumption�commitment
speci�cation� We de�ne the functions fi inductively such that for all i � IN �

A�x��x � i� C�x� fi�x

We de�ne the function f� trivially by �for all streams x�

f��x � hi

Given fi we de�ne fi�� as follows�

�x � i� fi���x � fi�x

�x � i � �A�x� fi���x � fi�x

if �x � i and A�x holds then� since the assumption and the commitment are
compatible with monotonicity �in the case i � � according to output compati�
bility� there exists some output y such that C�x� y� We de�ne�

fi���x � y

Finally we de�ne�

�x � i � z v x ��z � i� fi���x � fi���z
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By continuity compatibility it follows that the least upper bound tffi � i � INg
ful�lls the speci�cation in the assumption�commitment format� This can be
shown as follows� given an input history x we de�ne a chain fxi � i � INg by
the assertion

xi v x ��xi � min��x� i

By the construction of the fi we obtain�

A�xi� C�xi� fi���xi

Therefore by continuity compatibility we have�

A�tfxi � i � INg� C�tfxi � i � INg�tffi���xi � i � INg

and hence we obtain�
A�x� C�x� f�x

with x � tfxi � i � INg and f � tffi � i � INg� This proves the consistency of
the speci�cation�

�

There is a remarkable consequence of the requirement of monotonicity for the
functions speci�ed in the assumption�commitment format� If we have �A�x
for some input history x� which means that the input history x does not ful�ll
the assumptions� it seems that nothing can be predicted for the output f�x
according to the assumption�commitment format� If in an implicative formula
the premise is false� then the formula is true� However� implicitly something
may be concluded about the output f�x even in some cases where x does not
ful�ll the assumption� Let f be a stream processing function that ful�lls the
formula

A�x� C�x� f�x ��
Then even� if we have �A�x for some input history x� as long as we have A�!x
for some input history !x with x v !x� we can expect C�!x� f�!x and by the
monotonicitywe know f�x v f�!x� This shows that the monotonicity of f induces
some implicit requirements by � "  onto the output history f�x even for those
input histories x that do not ful�ll the assumption predicate in cases where x
is a pre�x of an input history !x that ful�lls the assumption A� This re�ects
exactly what we expect for an interactive component� for every pre�x of an
input history !x for which the input assumption is valid the output ful�lls the
commitment� This output is a pre�x of the output to the extended input�
These implicit requirements for input histories that do not ful�ll the assump�

tions arises only in assumption�commitment speci�cations with assumptions A
that do hold for certain input histories !x but do not hold for some of their
pre�xes x� We call an assumption A explicit � if for all input histories !x the
following assertion holds�

A�!x � x v !x� A�x
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Certainly assumption�commitment speci�cations that use assumptions that are
safety predicates �in the sense of �Dederichs� Weber ��� are always explicit�
However� there are explicit assumptions that are not safety predicates� A safety
predicate holds for a stream� if it holds for all its �nite pre�xes �a more formal
de�nition of the concept of a safety predicate is given in section 
�	� In contrast�
an assumption in an explicit assumption�commitment speci�cation may not
hold for an in�nite stream� although it holds for all its �nite approximations�
In the case of explicit speci�cations in the assumption�commitment format

the proof of the theorem above can be slightly simpli�ed�

��� A Canonical Assumption�Commitment Format

In this section we construct a canonical form of the simple assumption�com�
mitment format for a given functional system speci�cation� For doing that�
we study the decomposition of a specifying predicate P into assumptions and
commitments� The proposition

P�f

characterizes the behavior of a system component in terms of a set of functions
f � We want to decompose the predicate P into predicates A and C such that
P�f can be replaced by the assumption�commitment format

P�f � �x � A�x� C�x� f�x ���

The predicates in this format are not uniquely determined and� in general� do
not even exist� An example� where such a format does not exist for a speci��
cation and therefore this simple decomposition does not work� is given by the
unreliable one�element bu�er in section 	���
However� we may think about a canonical decomposition of a function speci�

�cation into assumptions and commitments in cases where such a format exists�
We de�ne predicates

A�x � ��y � �f � P�f � y � f�x

C�x� y � �f � P�f � y � f�x

If with these de�nitions the formula �"" is valid� then we say that P can be
decomposed into a simple assumption�commitment scheme�
Deterministic components� can always be speci�ed by the introduced as�

sumption�commitment format� This has been discussed in detail in �St�len et
al� ���� For nondeterministic components such a decomposition is not always
possible� There are situations where the simple assumption�commitment for�
mat as introduced above does not work� Examples are nondeterministic system

�More precisely components which show a deterministic behavior on input that ful	lls the

assumption�
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components where the input assumption depends on the output produced so
far for certain pre�xes of input histories� For instance� consider an unreliable
one�element bu�er that sometimes loses its incoming data and therefore indi�
cates by signals whether it has received its input data properly or not� Here the
assumption that input is never received when the bu�er is full does depend not
only on the input history but also on the actual output history and therefore
cannot be written as a simple predicate on the input stream x� For dealing with
such situations we develop a more general assumption�commitment format in
the following section�

� A More General Assumption �Commitment
Format

As pointed out the simple assumption�commitment format introduced in the
previous section does not work for nondeterministic components where the input
assumption also depends on the output history produced so far� For those com�
ponents we have to take into account the output produced for the corresponding
input history to restrict the further input�

��� Assumption �Commitment Formats with Prophecies

We start with a simple example that does not �t into the assumption�commit�
ment format introduced in the previous section to illustrate the complications�

Example� One�element lossy bu�er
A one�element lossy bu�er is a component that may store at most one data
element� It receives input messages which are either data elements or requests
�represented by the signal 	R � If the bu�er never gets a request signal when it
is empty and never gets a data message when it is full then it behaves properly
like a one�element bu�er� or it may be lossy� It may lose a data message that is
sent to it in an empty state� but such a loss is indicated by the signal 	R � if it
stores its data message correctly this is indicated by the signal

p
�

We use the following sets of messages

M � D � f	R g

N � D � f	R g � fpg
We specify functions

f �M� � N�

with the help of the predicate�

P �
�
�D � f�g� �M� � N�

� � IB
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where the set D � f�g is used to denote the state of the bu�er� Initially the
bu�er is in the state �empty�� The behavior of the lossy bu�er is characterized
by a predicate

Q � �M� � N�� IB

speci�ed by the formula�

Q�f � �h � f � h��� P�h

The auxiliary predicate P is speci�ed as follows� If the component is empty and
it receives a data message� it either stores the data message and acknowledges
this by sending the signal

p
or it loses it and indicates this by the signal 	R �

We de�ne P by the following equations�

P�h � �x �M�� d � D �
�
�h����hdi�x � hpi��h�d�x �
�h����hdi�x � h	R i��h�d�x�
��
�h�d��h	R i�x � hdi��h���x �
�h�d��h	R i�x � h	R i��h���x�

Obviously we cannot use the simple assumption�commitment format as intro�
duced above to specify the component described by Q� If we just consider an
input history we cannot observe whether the bu�er is empty or full after it has
received that messages� This can only be recognized when looking in addition
to the input also to the output history� These considerations show that for
the unreliable bu�er there does not exist a simple assumption predicate that is
independent of the output history�

�

The example demonstrates that for particular component speci�cations we have
to refer to the output that has been produced so far by the component in the
assumption predicate� too� This leads to the following generalized assump�
tion�commitment format�

A�x� f�x� C�x� f�x

However� in this format there is no longer any syntactic di�erence between
assumptions and commitments� since both equally depend on the input and the
output history� Nevertheless we can write assumption�commitment speci�ca�
tions in that format�

Example� One�element lossy bu�er �continued
We de�ne the assumption

A �M� 
N� � IB
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as follows� let A be the weakest predicate that ful�lls the following equations
�for all x �M�� y � N� �

A�hi� y � true
A�x� hi � �ft�x � D
A�h	R i�x� y � false
A�hdi�x� h	R i�y � A�x� y
A�hdi�hd�i�x� hpi�y � false
A�hdi�h	R i�x� hpi�y � A�x� rt�y

The commitment predicate

C �M� 
N� � IB

is speci�ed by the weakest predicate that ful�lls the following equations�

C�hi� y � �y � hi
C�hdi�x� y � �ft�y �	R � C�x� rt�y

�
�ft�y �

p �
�ft�x �	R � �ft�rt�y � d � C�rt�x� rt�rt�y

We put together the assumption A and the commitment C to obtain a speci��
cation Q of the lossy bu�er in the assumption�commitment format�

Q�f � �x � A�x� f�x� C�x� f�x

The assumption A and the commitment C have the characteristic properties
that the assumption does only constrain the input history and the commitment
does only constrain the output history� �

It is the fundamental idea of the assumption�commitment format that the as�
sumption determines which input history ful�lls the assumption� while the com�
mitment characterizes for the input histories that ful�lls the assumption which
properties the output histories have to ful�ll�
One logical trick to make sure that assumptions do not constrain the output

history and commitments do not constrain the input histories are prophecies��
A prophecy can be understood as a hypothesis about the output histories� The
followingmore general assumption�commitment format uses a prophecy variable
�f �

Q�f � � �f � �x � A�x� �f�x� f � �f �C�x� f�x
Intuitively the format can be explained as follows� in the assumption we use a
particular hypothesis about the behavior of the system component represented
by the prophecy �f � We formulate the assumption based on this hypothesis�
If there is at least one hypothesis for which the assumption is ful�lled� then
the component ful�lls its commitment� A more careful analysis of the assump�
tion�commitment format with prophecies is given in the following section�

�In our case it may be more appropriate to speak of a hypothesis instead of a prophecy�
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��� Analysis of the Format with Prophecies

For analyzing the assumption�commitment format that works with prophecies

we consider two cases� Let us �rst assume that there exists a prophecy �f for
which the assumption is always wrong� In mathematical terms we assume�

� �f � �x � �A�x� �f�x

Then obviously the formula

� �f � �x � A�x� �f �x� f � �f �C�x� f�x

is trivially true� since we can choose the prophecy �f such that the premise is
always false�
Now we assume for all prophecies that there exist input histories that ful�ll

the assumption� Mathematically expressed we assume

� �f � �x � A�x� �f�x

Since the subformula f � �f does not depend on the identi�er x� we can move
it under the given assumption out of the scope of the universal quanti�er and
we replace the formula

� �f � �x � A�x� �f �x� f � �f �C�x� f�x

by the logically identical formula�

� �f � f � �f � �x � A�x� �f �x� C�x� f�x

This formula� however� is by the rules of equational logic equivalent to the
formula�

�x � A�x� f�x� C�x� f�x

Our analysis leads to a simple assumption�commitment scheme where the as�
sumption ful�lls the following notion of properness� We call a predicate�

A � �M� 
N�� IB

a proper assumption� if
� �f � �x � A�x� �f�x

Given a proper assumption A and a commitment predicate�

C � �M� 
N�� IB

a speci�cation�
Q�f � �x � A�x� f�x� C�x� f�x
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is said to be in the general assumption�commitment format� This simpli�cation
of the format with prophecies is possible� since we assume that the proposition

� �f � �x � A�x� �f�x
holds� If this proposition would not hold� the speci�cation in the assump�
tion�commitment format with a prophecy which is of the form

Q�f � � �f � A�x� �f�x� f � �f �Q�x� f�x
is trivially identical to Q�f � true�
The assumption�commitment format with explicit and proper assumptions

is certainly not uniquely determined for the speci�cation of a given component�
Any assumption A that we can decompose by

A�x� y � A��x� y � A��x� y

allows also to write

A��x� f�x�
�
A��x� f�x� C�x� f�x

�

instead of
A�x� f�x� C�x� f�x

and thus leads to a speci�cation in the assumption�commitment format with a
possibly weaker assumption�
Based on this observation we may look for the strongest assumption� Given

a speci�cation
Q�f � �x � S�x� f�x

we de�ne such an assumption A by the following proposition

A�x� y � ��f� z � S�x�z� y�f�z
This gives us the strongest assumption for Q� We de�ne a commitment

C�x� y � A�x� y � S�x� y

The above format for assumption�commitment speci�cations with proper as�
sumptions works for the speci�cation of most of but not all components� For in�
stance� the well�known Brock�Ackermann anomaly �cf� �Brock� Ackermann ���
still can arise if we restrict ourselves to speci�cations of the assumption�com�
mitment format above� The reason is obvious� the format above basically is a
relational speci�cation�
This problem is overcome in the approach proposed in �St�len et al� ����

However� we want to go even beyond that approach in the following and deal
with components in which the complications of nonstrict fair merge arise� There�
fore we generalize the format once more� We follow the concept of input choice
speci�cations as introduced in �Broy ���� This concept will be used in the as�
sumption�commitment format�
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� More Re�ned Semantic Concepts

In this section we deal with three structuring concepts along the following lines�

� structuring of system speci�cations into speci�cations about a particular
component and its environment�

� structuring of system speci�cations into safety and liveness properties�
� treating more complex forms of nondeterminism�

In the beginning we introduce a number of notations and some more sophis�
ticated semantic concepts including classi�cations of speci�cations into safety
and liveness properties�
Also in the following we structure system descriptions into requirements

about the environment and those about the component leads to a more elaborate
assumption�commitment format�
In connection with safety and liveness characterizations we may also decom�

pose assumptions and commitments into safety and liveness properties�
There are components the nondeterministic behavior of which cannot be

modelled by a set of continuous functions where for a given input history one
of these functions is chosen and applied to the given input history� Sometimes
to guarantee more sophisticated liveness propertics the choice of one of the
functions may depend on the input history� The behavior of such components
can be described by input choice speci�cations which represent relations between
stream processing functions and input histories�

��� Additional Notational Concepts

In the following we introduce some further mathematical and notational con�
cepts and abbreviations that will make it simpler to talk about more re�ned
concepts of assumption�commitment speci�cations�
Let us introduce following abbreviations� for an arbitrary element x � S

where �S�v is a partial order we de�ne the set � x � S called the downward
closure of x by the equation

�x � fz � S � z v xg

A set fxi � S � i � INg is called a chain� if for all i � IN we have xi v xi���
Given a stream processing function

f � �M�n � �M�m

we de�ne for an input history z � �M�n the function

f � z � �M�n � �M�m
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by
�f � z�x � tff�!x � !x v x � !x v zg

The function f � z represents the �continuous restriction� of the function f to
the elements in the set � z� We de�ne the function

f #�z � �M�n � �M�m

by
�f #�z�x � tff�!x � !x v x � !x � zg

We write x � z for x v z � x �� z� The function f #�z denotes the continuous
restriction of the function f to the elements in fx � S � x � zg�
A tuple of streams is called �nite� if all its streams are �nite� A function on

streams is called output �nite� if its output is always �nite� For an arbitrary set
S of streams or functions on streams we denote by FIN �S� its subset of �nite
elements or output �nite functions�
Given a speci�cation Q � SPECn

m� a pair of chains

�fxi � �M�n � i � INg� fyi � �M�m � i � INg

are called an observation about �the component spezi�ed by Q� if there exists
a function f with Q�f such that for all i � IN �

yi v f�xi

and in addition
tfyi � i � INg � tff�xi � i � INg

The behavior of a system component speci�ed by a predicate Q can also be
represented by the set of all observations about Q�

��� Input Choice Speci�cations

The behavior of a component can be described by a set of observations� Every
speci�cation

Q �
�
�M�n � �M�m

�� IB

de�nes a set Obs�Q of observations by the following de�nition�

�fxi � i � INg� fyi � i � INg� � Obs�Q

�
�f � Q�f � �i � IN � yi v f�xi � f

� t fxi � i � INg� � tfyi � i � INg
Unfortunately� there are cases where the set of observations for a component
cannot be described by a set of functions characterized by a predicate Q� We
illustrate this statement by an example�
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Example� Arbiter
An arbiter is a component that accepts as input data messages taken from a set
D and produces as output messages taken from D � fjg�
We specify the behavior of the arbiter by de�ning its set of observations� A

pair of chains

�fxi � D� � i � INg� fyi � �D � fjg� � i � INg�

is an observation about the arbiter� if and only if� with y � tfyi � i � INg� the
following assertions hold�

D c	yi v xi

fjg c	y � j�

D c	y � tfxi � i � INg
These assertions specify that the arbiter eventually reproduces all elements in
its input stream and also inserts an in�nite number of copies of the signal j�
The behavior of the arbiter cannot be simply described by a set of continuous

functions that ful�ll a predicate

Q �
�
D� � �D � fjg�� � IB

since due to the observations above for a function f which characterizes the
behavior of the arbiter we require for instance

f�hi �j�

and
f�hdi �jk� d� j�

for some k � IN which contradicts the monotonicity requirement for f � By a set
of monotonic functions we cannot express the liveness property that the number
of signals fjg in the output stream is required to be in�nite without getting into
a con�ict with the monotonicity requirement�

�

Components of the type of the arbiter can be speci�ed nevertheless using a
set of functions by so�called input choice or input constraint speci�cations� A
predicate

P � ��M�n � �M�m 
 �M�n � IB

is called an input choice or input constraint speci�cation� The set of input
choice speci�cations is abbreviated by ICSnm� An input choice speci�cation P
characterizes a function f with respect to a given input x by P �f� x �for a more
detailed methodological justi�cation of the concept of input choice speci�ca�
tions� see �Broy ����
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An input choice speci�cation P characterizes the behavior of a component
as follows� A pair of chains �X�Y  is called an observation about the component
speci�ed by P � if there exists a function f such that P �f�tX and for all i � IN �

yi v f�xi

and
tY � f�tX

To illustrate the concept we give an input choice speci�cation for the arbiter
component�

Example� Arbiter
An arbiter is a component that receives messages from a set D and produces
messages from the set D � fjg where we assume that j �� D�
The partial correctness of the arbiter� its safety property� is desribed by the

predicate
Q �

�
D� � �D � fj g�� � IB

speci�ed by
Q�f � �x � D� � D c	f�x v x

The input choice speci�cation of the arbiter is given by the following equation�

P �f� x � Q�f �D c	f�x � x ��fjg c	f�x ��
The predicate Q formalizes the safety properties of the component� To obtain
P from Q the liveness properties with respect to input x are added� �

Input choice speci�cation allow to specify the behavior of certain nondeterminis�
tic components that cannot be speci�ed simply by predicates on functions� We
use input choice speci�cations to describe a general assumption�commitment
format�
It does not make much sense to write a speci�cation for the arbiter in the

assumption�commitment format� since the arbiter is supposed to restrict the
output for all input histories� In other words� the assumption is always ful�lled�

��� Assumption and Commitment Speci�cations

In this section we de�ne a general assumption�commitment format for input
choice speci�cations� We characterize which properties of input choice speci��
cations are appropriate for component speci�cations�
An input choice speci�cation P � ICSnm is called proper � if the following

three conditions are ful�lled�

� basic consistency �output existence�� for every input history there exists
at least one speci�ed behavior�

�x � �f � P �f� x
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� consistent continuation of �nite observations �monotonicity�� for every
pair �f� x where P �f� x holds and every output �nite approximation $f �
FIN �SPECn

m� of f where
$f v f and every input history !x with x v !x

there exists a continuous function !f with $f v !f such that P � !f � !x� More
formally� this reads�

P �f� x � x v !x � $f � FIN �SPECn
m� � $f v f � � !f � $f v !f � P � !f� !x

� continuity consistency � for chains fxi � �M�n � i � INg and functions
ffi � �M�n � �M�m � i � INg with P �fi� xi for all i � IN we have

P
�t ffi � �M�n � �M�m � i � INg�tfxi � �M�n � i � INg�

Only input choice speci�cations that are proper and therefore have the three
reqired properties are considered in the following as acceptable speci�cations�
Every input choice speci�cation that does not ful�ll the �rst condition can be

turned into one that ful�lls the �rst condition by means of the chaotic closure�
The chaotic closure CC�P  of an input choice speci�cation P is de�ned as
follows�

CC�P �f� x � �
�� !f � P � !f� x� P �f� x

�

The formula de�ning the chaotic closure already shows a format of an assump�
tion�commitment speci�cation� In the following we characterize which kind of
input choice speci�cations can serve as pure assumptions or which kind can
serve as pure commitments�
A speci�cation P � ICSnm is called a pure assumption �about the environ�

ment� if it includes constraints for the input history that may depend only on
output produced for streams !x with !x � x� Formally expressed� if the following
formula holds�

P �f� x � P �f #�x� x
The formula expresses that the proposition P �f� x does not include any restric�
tions on the output of f for input x but at most depends on the output of f for
input streams !x where !x � x� As the formula indicates the validity of P �f� x
for an assumption does not depend on the output history produced by f for
the input history x in addition to the output history produced for some input
history z v x for which P �f� z holds� but just on the choice of the continuation
!z of the input history z where z�!z � x�
An input choice speci�cation P is called a pure commitment � if there does

not exist a nontrivial pure assumption Q such that

P �f� x � �Q�f� x� P �f� x�

In analogy to the de�nition for the simple assumption�commitment format an
assumption P � ICSnm is called explicit � if the following formula holds�

P �f� x� ��z � z v x� P �f� z�
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This formula expresses that if the history x is a �correct� input for f with
respect to the assumption then all its pre�xes are correct for f � too�
Explicit environment speci�cations are of interest in connection with the

goal to split speci�cations into safety and liveness properties�

��� Safety and Liveness

In this section we extend the notion of safety conditions and liveness conditions
to input choice speci�cations� As it has been pointed out several times before�
safety conditions are those conditions that restrict and characterize the �nite
observations about a system� In contrast to safety conditions� liveness conditions
guarantee that certain observations �about the output eventually can be made�
Hence they restrict the behavior of a system in addition to the safety properties�
An input choice speci�cation P � ICSnm is called a �pure safety condition�

if
P �f� x � �!x � FIN �� x�� !f � FIN �� f � � P � !f� !x

This de�nition just re�ects the well�known concept that safety conditions are
those properties that are ful�lled for given elements� if and only if they are
ful�lled for all their �nite approximations�
An input choice speci�cation P � ICSnm is called �pure liveness condition�

if
�x � FIN ��M�n�� f � FIN �SPFn

m� �

�!x � �M�n� � !f � SPFn
m � x v !x� f v !f �P � !f � !x

This de�nition of liveness just follows the well�known concept that a property
is a liveness condition� if for given �nite elements there are always elements� for
which the condition is ful�lled and that are approximated by the given �nite
elements� In other words every �nite computation history can be resumed into
a computation history that ful�lls the liveness conditions�
As well known� every input choice speci�cation P � ICSnm can be decom�

posed canonically into a safety condition PS and a liveness condition PL such
that

P �f� x � PL�f� x �PS�f� x
The safety predicate PS is de�ned schematically along the lines of the de�nition
of safety given above as follows�

PS�f� x � �$x � FIN ��x�� $f � FIN ��f � � � !f� !x � P � !f� !x � $x v !x � $f v !f

This is a straightforward de�nition re�ecting the fact that an element ful�lls
the safety condition contained in an arbitrary predicate P � if every �nite ap�
proximation of the element ful�lls the safety condition contained in P � A �nite
element $y ful�lls the safety condition contained in P � if there exists an element
!y such that $y v !y and P�!y�
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The liveness condition PL contained in the predicate P can be easily speci�ed
with the help of the safety condition PS by the following formula�

PL�f� x � �PS�f� x� P �f� x

Given an input choice speci�cation P � ICSnm and its split into its safety
condition PS and its liveness condition PL we can distinguish the following four
situations for a pair �f� x consisting of a behavior function f and an input
history x�

P �f� x PS�f� x PL�f� x Case
tt tt tt ��
� tt � ��
� � tt ��
� � � 	�

The intuitive explanations for these cases read as follows�

�� For the input history x the output behavior produced by the function f
is safe and live�

�� For the input history x the output behavior produced by the function f
is safe� but not live� it may become live by adding further output�

�� For the input history x the output behavior produced by the function f
is not safe and therefore trivially live�

	� Does not occur�

From a methodological point of view� it may not make much sense to consider
arbitrary liveness conditions independent from safety conditions �see �Dederichs�
Weber ���� Therefore we are� in practice� interested in the validity of the
liveness predicate PL only for those pairs �f� x for which the safety condition
PS�f� x holds�

��� Component Safety and Liveness

Given an input choice speci�cation for an input history x and a behavior function
f we may separate safety and liveness conditions both for the component and
its environment�
An input choice speci�cation P � ICSnm is called a commitment safety con�

dition� if the following formula is valid�

P �f� x � � !f � FIN ��f � � P � !f � x



� MORE REFINED SEMANTIC CONCEPTS ��

In other words a speci�cation is a commitment safety condition� if it is true for
a function f if and only if it is true for all its output �nite approximations�

Example� Commitment safety condition
The condition �let f � SPF �

� and x �M�

�f�x � �x

is a commitment safety condition� It expresses that the component never pro�
duces a larger number of output messages than its number of received input
messages�

�

An assumption speci�cation P is called an assumption safety condition� if the
following formula is valid�

P �f� x � �!x � FIN �� x� � P �f� !x

In other words� an assumption speci�cation is an assumption safety condition�
if it is ful�lled for an input history x if and only if it is ful�lled for all �nite
approximations of x�

Example� Assumption safety condition
A typical assumption safety condition is given by the following formula �let
f � SPF �

� and x �M��

�!x � !x � x� �!x � �f�!x

This speci�cation expresses the following assumption about the environment�
the environment never sends more input messages than output messages are
produced so far�

�

A component speci�cation P is called a commitment liveness condition� if

�f � FIN �SPFn
m� � � !f � SPFn

m � f #�x v !f � P � !f� x

A speci�cation is a commitment liveness condition for the function f if for every
function with �nite output there exists a function approximated by f that ful�lls
the speci�cation�

Example� Commitment liveness condition
A simple commitment liveness condition is given by the following formula�

�z � �f�x�z � �

This condition expresses that for appropriately chosen continuations of �nite
input the output is not empty�

�



� MORE REFINED SEMANTIC CONCEPTS ��

An assumption speci�cation P is called an assumption liveness condition� if

�x � FIN �Mn� � �!x � �M�n � x v !x �P �f� !x
A speci�cation is an assumption liveness condition if for every �nite input history
x there exists an output history that is approximated by x and which ful�lls
the speci�cation�

Example� Assumption liveness condition
A simple assumption liveness condition is given by the following formula�

�x ��
This condition expresses that the input history is assumed to contain an in�nite
number of messages�

�

Every safety speci�cation PS � ICSnm can be decomposed into a commitment
safety condition PC

S and an assumption safety condition P
E
S as follows�

PC
S �f� x � � $f � FIN ��f #�x� � � !f � $f v !f �P � !f � x
PE
S �f� x � �$x � FIN ��x� � �!x � $x v !x �P �f� !x

Every liveness speci�cation PL � ICSnm can be decomposed into a commitment
liveness condition PC

L and an assumption liveness condition P
E
L as follows�

PC
L �f� x � �!x � PS�f� !x � x v !x� PL�f� !x

PE
L �f� x � � !f � PS� !f � x � f #�x v !f � PL� !f � x

Then we obtain for a given speci�cation P �f� x a more liberal component spe�
ci�cation by

PE
S �f� x� PC

S �f� x

PE
S �f� x � PE

L �f� x� PC
L �f� x

A given input choice speci�cation Q can be decomposed into an assumption
speci�cation A�f� x de�ned by the following assertion

A�f� x � � !f� !x � x v !x � f #�x v !f � �Q� !f � !x
The commitment speci�cation C�f� x then is de�ned by the following assertion

C�f� x � A�f� x � Q�f� x

We obtain
Q�f� x � A�f� x� C�f� x

So far� we have studied the decomposition of input choice speci�cations from a
more theoretical point of view� In the following section we take a more method�
oriented view�



� ASSUMPTION�COMMITMENT SPECIFICATIONS ��

� Assumption�Commitment Speci�cations

There are rather di�erent ways and styles to write speci�cations of interactive
components� In an assumption�commitment format a component is speci�ed
according to the following idea�

� if the environment ful�lls certain assumptions� then the component ful�lls
its commitments�

Assumption�commitment speci�cations based on the idea of input choice spe�
ci�cation are of the form

A�f� x� C�f� x

where A is an assumption speci�cation� again called the assumption and C is a
commitment speci�cation again called the commitment�
In this section we introduce a general assumption�commitment format for

input choice speci�cations� We �rst give examples for speci�cations written
in this format and then describe the general format� We start by a simple
example to explain a more sophisticated speci�cation technique using the as�
sumption�commitment format�

Example� One�element lossy bu�er
A one�element lossy bu�er is a component that may store at most one data
element� It receives input messages which are either data elements or requests
�represented by the signal 	R � If the bu�er never gets a request signal when it
is empty and never gets a data message when it is full then it behaves properly
like a one�element bu�er� or it may be lossy� This means that it may lose a
data message that is sent to it in an empty state� However� a message loss is
indicated by the signal 	R � if it stores a received data message correctly this is
indicated by the signal

p
�

We specify the lossy bounded bu�er of length � as follows� Recall the fol�
lowing de�nitions of message sets�

M � D � f	R g

N � D � f	R g � fpg
We specify the behavior of the component by functions

f �M� � N�

with the help of the following four predicates�

Assumption safety�

PE
S �f� x � �!x �M� � !x�hdi v x� empty �!x� f�!x

!x�h	R i v x� full �!x� f�!x



� GENERAL ASSUMPTION�COMMITMENT FORMAT ��

The predicates empty and full are speci�ed as follows� For any pair �x� y
of streams where x � M� is an input history and y is an output history the
proposition empty �x� y indicates that the bu�er is empty after having observed
these histories� The proposition full �x� y indicates the same for the proposition
that the bu�er is full�

empty �x� y � ��D c	x � �f	R g c	x��f	R g c	y�

full �x� y � ��D c	x � �f	R g c	x��f	R g c	y�

Commitment safety�

PC
S �f� x � �!x � FIN �� x� � h�!x� f�!x

Here h is an auxiliary predicate that speci�es the required relationship between
input and output� Formally this is expressed by the following equations�

h�d�x�	R�y � h�x� y

h�d�x�
p�y � �

ft�x �	R � ft�y � d � h�rt�x� rt�y
�

h�x� hi � true

h�hi� y � �y � hi
Assumption Liveness�

PE
L �f� x � true

Commitment Liveness�
PC
L �f� x � �f�x � �x

Since in all formulas used in the speci�cation we just refer to f�x and not
to the function f in a more sophisticated way� it is obvious that we can also
write the speci�cation in the assumption�commitment format with prophecies
as introduced in section 	���

�

In the following section we develop a general assumption�commitment format
for functional speci�cations�

� General Assumption�Commitment Format

In this section we give a general assumption�commitment format for input choice
speci�cations� It consists of an assumption

PE�f� x

and of a commitment predicate

PC�f� x



� GENERAL ASSUMPTION�COMMITMENT FORMAT ��

From these predicates we can derive safety and liveness speci�cations as follows

PE
S �f� x � �z � FIN ��x� � PE�f� z

PC
S �f� x � �g � FIN ��f � � PC�g� x

PE
L �f� x � PE

S �f� x� PE�f� x

PC
L �f� x � PC

S �f� x� PC�f� x

Using these predicates we can derive the speci�cation for a component in the
assumption�commitment format�

Q�f� x � �
PE
S �f� x� PE

C �f� x
� �

�
PE
S �f� x � PE

L �f� x� PC
L �f� x

�

In many cases we do not need the concept of an input choice speci�cation
actually and can then write instead�

Q�f � �x � �PE
S �f� x� PE

C �f� x
� �

�
PE
S �f� x � PE

L �f� x� PC
L �f� x

�

Finally we give an example of a speci�cation written in this format�

Example� Unreliable one�element bu�er
We consider a bu�er that may store up to one element� It is unreliable in the
sense� that it may ignore requests� It is fair in the sense that it does not ignore
requests in�nitely often� When it is full and it receives a request it may either
send its content and become empty or it may send the signal	R indicating that
it refuses to send its content and remains full� If it receives a data message when
it is full or if it gets a request when it is empty� it breaks�
We de�ne the set of messages M as follows�

M � D � f	R g

The functions
f �M� �M�

with the required behavior are speci�ed by the predicate Q which is de�ned by
the following formula�

Q�f � �x �M� � �i � IN �
��j � IN � j � i� f�d�	R j �	R j

��
f�d�	R i���x �	R i�d�f�x

Here for a message m and j � IN we write mj to denote the �nite stream with
exactly j occurrences of m�
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Before we split the speci�cation into assumptions and commitments� we give
a general system invariant in terms of an input choice speci�cation� This system
invariant gives all the properties of the input streams and the corresponding
output streams as long as the input ful�ls the assumptions� This general system
invariant PG�f� x for any input stream x and the function f is formulated as
follows�

PG�f� x � �
�f	R g c	x

�
� �f�x �

�f	R g c	x � �f	R g c	f�x��D c	x �
�D c	x � �D c	f�x� � �
D c	f�x v D c	x �
�j � IN � f�g � �f	R g c	x � j � D c	f�x � D c	x

Informally the �ve lines of the speci�cation express the following properties of
the bu�er�

�� The number of request signals in the input stream is identical to the
number of elements in the output stream�

�� The number of request signals in the input stream is less than the number
of request signals in the output stream and the number of data elements in
the input streams� In other words� there are as most as many requests in
the input stream as data have been sent and requests have been rejected�

�� There is at most one data message more in the input stream than in the
output stream� In other words� at most one data element is stored in the
bu�er�

�	 The data in the stream produced by the bu�er as output are a pre�x of
those received as input�

�
 If enough request signals are sent all data received as input are produced
as output�

PG�f� x includes both the requirements for the environment and for the com�
ponent� However� since PG�f� x also contains constrains for f there does not
exist a function f such that

�x � PG�f� x

Therefore we split the predicate PG into requirements for the component and
those for its environment�

PE�f� x � �!x ��
x � !x�	R ���D c	!x � ��D c	f�!x

� ���d � x � !x�d ���D c	!x � ��D c	f�!x
�

PC�f� x � D c	f�x v D c	x �
�f�x � �f	R g c	x �
�j � IN � f�g � �f	R g c	x � j � D c	f�x � D c	x
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The condition PE is already nearly an assumption safety property� The com�
ponent property PC can be split into a commitment safety property PC

S and a
commitment liveness property PC

L �

PC
S �f� x � �!x � FIN �� x� � D c	f�!x v D c	!x �

�f�!x � �f	R g c	!x
PC
L �f� x � �f�x � �f	R g c	x ���j � IN � f�g � �f	R g c	x � j � D c	f�x � D c	x

�

This way we obtain a speci�cation in an assumption�commitment format in the
following form

Safety � ��z � z v x� PE�f� z
� � PC

S �f� x

Liveness� ��z � z v x� PE�f� z
� � PC

L �f� x

This example demonstrates already basically the most general assumption�com�
mitment format� It also shows that the assumption�commitment format can be
more involved than a straightforward functional speci�cation� �

When giving a speci�cation in the assumption�commitment format as used in
the example above we write in the case of safety properties formulas of the form�

PE
S �f� x� PC

S �f� x

where PE
S is an assumption safety property and PC

S is a component safety
property�
A �good� state of a computation then can be characterized by a function f

and an input history x for which the following assertion holds�

�z � z v x� PE
S �f� z �PC

S �f� z

Clearly there are various di�erent possibilities to formulate the safety assump�
tion PE

S �f� x� For instance we may replace P
E
S �f� x by the formula

�� �z � z v x� PE
S �f� z

as well as by

�� PE
S �f� x � �z � z � x � �PC

S �f� z � PE
S �f� z

The formula �� gives the strongest assumption and therefore the most liberal
speci�cation� If we use this assumption then for states that can only reached
by incorrect component behaviors nothing is said about the further behavior of
the component�
The formula �� gives the most liberal assumption� It expresses that this

more liberal assumption is ful�lled� if f does not ful�ll the commitment for a
proper pre�x z of x which ful�lls the assumption with respect to f �
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	 Conclusion

Appropriate techniques for specifying the interface of system components are
among the most important prerequisites for systems engineering� These tech�
niques have to be modular if we want to carry out a strict top down development�
Functional speci�cation techniques are modular anyway as shown in �Broy ����
Therefore for functional speci�cations modularity is not the motivation for an
assumption�commitment format� In addition to modularity we require that
speci�cations are well�structured� readable and� in particular� close to the user�s
conceptions� To achieve this� the assumption�commitment format for speci��
cations is an interesting and promising candidate� It is quite obvious that in
many situations the interface between a component and its environment should
re�ect certain assumptions about the environment �many components are only
required to work properly if certain assumptions are ful�lled and moreover the
properties to which a component is committed under these assumptions�
As has been shown in the previous chapters there are a number of technical

options when formalizing the assumption�commitment concept� Which of these
options is superior can only be judged on the basis of consequent experimenta�
tion� For being able to deal with more sophisticated examples a good balance
between proper formal foundations and pragmatic techniques for representing
behaviors is required�
Functional speci�cation techniques are modular� anyhow� The interest in an

assumption�commitment format in the framework of functional system speci��
cation techniques is therefore not motivated by modularity� but by understan�
dability� methodological adequacy and tractability�
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